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*     is one of Hindi borrowed words for city. 

In sub-continental India’s parched heart lies the large, land-locked state of Madhya Pradesh.  

 
Fig. 1. Madhya Pradesh. 

Indore, its biggest city, is the original site of modern organic farming.  It was here in the 1930s 

that Sir Albert Howard, who hails from the same English county as Charles Darwin (and myself), 

developed an Indore Process of composting from local traditional practices (e.g. Howard & 

Wad, 1931; Howard, 1940).  Better known is its neighbouring town, the capital Bhopal, 

infamous for the World’s worst chemical disaster thus far when in 1984 poison gas leaking from 

the Union Carbide agricultural pesticide factory killed and maimed thousands of sleeping people 

– one chemical involved was phosgene first used against British soldiers on the western front in 

December, 1915 during WW1.  The two cities thus seem diametrically opposed representing the 

brightest and darkest aspects of an agricultural production spectrum.  A brief trip to India 

allowed me to compare the current situation in both cities as imminent threats from global 

species extinction, topsoil loss, climate change, pollution, drought & food insecurity urgently 

compel us to make our best considered & well-informed choice for a future direction. 

 

My expectations were reminiscent of the introductory stanza in Charles Dickens’ 1859 novel 

with similar eponymous name: “It was the best of times, it was the worst of times, it was the age 

of wisdom, it was the age of foolishness, it was the epoch of belief, it was the epoch of 

incredulity, it was the season of Light, it was the season of Darkness, it was the spring of hope, it 

was the winter of despair, we had everything before us, we had nothing before us, we were all 

going direct to Heaven, we were all going direct the other way...” 

 

Howard was a farm advisor in India from 1905-1931 coincident with a great agricultural shift.  

From his detailed observation and wide vision he advocated recycling all crop residues and stock 

manures via compost rather than burning them.  In order to restore topsoil humus, which is 

primarily composed of Carbon, his compost had ideal C:N ratio of about 33:1.  As with Darwin 

before him (Darwin, 1881; Howard, 1945), he was a great ambassador for encouraging 

earthworms to restore and maintain natural fertility of healthy soils.  He was highly critical of 

reductionist Liebig mentality just promoting agrichemical fertilizers – primarily N-P-K.  The 

chemical quick-fix prevailing post-war promising cheap & abundant food from the “Green 

Revolution” has since had severe penalties with poisoning & loss of fertile topsoil, now so 

critical that UN’s FAO and other concerned scientist estimate only another 50 or so harvests 

under this system - see Scientific American (5
th

 Dec., 2014).  So where do we go from here? 
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Fig. 2. Sir Albert Howard and the original Compost Factory at Indore in 1931. 

 

In Madhya Pradesh, as elsewhere, the earthworms are dying and with them frogs & birds are 

disappearing too – just as Rachel Carson warned a generation ago (Carson, 1962).  These 

alarming trends are reported in The Economic Times of Mumbai (12
th

 July, 2011) where it states 

this “Soil Crisis” is caused by “Carbon Debit” in the loss of soil humus and the failure to 

recycle organic matter back into the fields.  University researchers at Sagar have also queried 

sudden loss of worms and birds in the state and this was personally confirmed in my short visit 

since earthworms were generally scarce & difficult to find and I recall seeing only one sad 

sparrow.  The Hon. Narendra Modi’s recent governmental scheme to chart “Soil Health” 

(http://www.soilhealth.dac.gov.in/) is misplaced as it too remains fixated on N-P-K, barely 

measuring Carbon and totally ignoring soil moisture and the best markers of soil health, namely: 

earthworms, microbes and – rather obviously – healthy plants.  It seems little is leaned since 

Lady Eve Balfour explained how plant nutrient bioavailability fluctuates seasonally in natural 

synchrony with plant demands thus spot tests are meaningless (Balfour, 1977; Blakemore, 2000). 

 

Observations from my India visit are that the burning of crop “wastes” and cattle manure as 

stove-fuel still continues in central India and that artificial chemicals are widely promoted as 

short-term fertilizers that also implicate use of biocide poisons to control outbreaks of weeds & 

pests that these agrichemicals encourage.  However, a sliver (or slither?) of hope is provided by a 

diversity of earthworms thriving in the vermicomposts and in the organic fields of Madhya 

Pradesh.  Further impressions of the two cities in question are presented in summary below:- 

 

Indore: Many enquires to the Plant Institute where Sir Albert Howard worked were unfruitful. 

Only Janak McGilligan, a local organic advocate replied and she kindly guided us to the site 

where the Indore compost was first made as visited by Mahatma M.K. Gandhi in 1935, plus she 

showed a plaque to Sir Albert newly erected by Dr Vandana Shiva in Oct., 2015.  Despite lack of 

apparent government support there is a thriving vermicomposting/organic farming community in 

Indore that comes together at a farmer's market called Jaivik Setu (http://www.jaiviksetu.com/).  

Observation of the original compost beds, thankfully still maintained at IARI Indore, found the 

particular vermicomposting species now comprise at least Eudrilus eugeniae (Kinberg, 1867) – 

the “African Nightcrawler” (see Blakemore, 2015); Lennogaster pusillus (Stephenson 1920) a 

native Indian species, and Asiatic Metaphire sp.  Disappointingly, city officials have yet to fully 

embrace its status as a premier organic pioneer site (http://www.indore.nic.in/History_E.html). 
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Fig. 3. Howard’s Indore compost site visited by Gandhi in 1935, with some resident worms. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Memorial plaque and archway at Indore Plant Institute where Howard was director. 

 

Bhopal: Union Carbide's defunct factory (now owned by Dow Chemicals) has holes in the 

perimeter so that squatters rest and children play amongst piles of chemicals still laying around.  

It is an dreary place next to the railroad track with people living where many thousands died 

horribly starting from the night of 2
nd

-3
rd

 December, 1984.  Just 1 km nearby is the Indian 

Institute of Soil Science (ICAR-IISS) established a couple of years later, possibly as a damage 

control effort as its stated mandate is “Enhancing Soil Productivity with Minimum Environmental 

Degradation”.  However, its token ‘organic section’ is a joke destined to fail, being little else 

than a part of the agrichemical franchise that we may see in every other Soil Science facility used 

only to justify short-sighted chemical continuation.  A classic case of ‘greenwashing’.  The 

parched plots chilled me when I realized that it is often the official and academic agencies 

claiming to promote organic farming that actually undermine hope & potential by such distortion.  

Staff we met (who I will keep anonymous) gave frank presentations that were quite candid.  

They admitted that all chemical farmers and their families get sick; that chemical farming 

eliminates earthworms; and that organic farming is more productive overall.  The stated reason 

why organic uptake is not more prevalent is incomplete recycling of organics and that “the 

farmers do not ask for it”!  Surely it is the advisory agencies that need to educate and endorse 

such practices by example.  As usual, there was nothing imaginative in their promotion only of 

more costly & elaborate chemical/engineering options.  These people seem to despise or at best 

to ignore earthworms that work freely and effectively as there is no profit nor kudos for 

institutes/businesses to promote Nature’s simple, safe and proven ways. 



 

 
Fig. 5.  Death row shanty abuts Union Carbide’s (now Dow’s) toxic plant. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Bare and parched soil lacking ground cover and variety: the supposedly “organic” section 

at IISS Bhopal; such small 4x5m plots were also criticized by Howard as earthworms can easily 

migrate that far (although I suspect none may be found here). 

 

 
Fig. 7. The faux organic agronomic design sign at the bottom says: “Manures were applied on N 

equivalent basis of each crop requirement” which entirely misconstrues the microbial 

mineralization of organic fertilizers; rather a surfeit of vermicompost should be added as mulch. 

 



Nevertheless, these officials were able to give us the names of local organic growers who were 

more open and approachable.  A positive note from Bhopal is the inspirational farm of Shri 

Manohar Patidar who invited us over the same day.  From the peacocks foraging in the retained 

stubble of a harvested barley field to the cool breeze under the orchard around his house it was a 

delight.  Awards for productivity far above the local and national averages adorned his walls.  I 

have never seen such large six-row barley panicles.  The farmer looked very healthy too.  He was 

agreeable to our survey of his field earthworms which his State Soil Health report gave him a 

preliminary grading of 5 out of 6.  Regarding droughts, the increased water storage in organically 

farmed soils is indicated by his fields requiring irrigation only twice per year compared to his 

conventional neighbors who had to irrigate four times.  It seems that worms and birds alike 

thrive on his organic farm; a pleasant relief in contrast to the desiccated apology for organic soil 

at Bhopal’s Soil Research Institute. 

 

 

 
Fig. 8. Bhopal farmer Shri Manohar Patidar’s impressively healthy organic barley. 

 

 
Fig. 9. Peacock flock in his organic field; hardly less incredible would be a herd of grazing 

unicorns! 

 

Actual vermicompost species found at Bhopal were cosmopolitan Eudrilus eugeniae again, 

Perionyx spp.which are also Indian natives, and ubiquitrous Eisenia fetida (Savigny, 1826) a 

lumbricid from Eurasia (all detailed in Blakemore, 2012).  As for earthworms in organic fields 

these depend on region and soil management; currently 505 species are know from greater India 

(Blakemore, 2008) but a final tally from collaborative survey projects could be many times 

higher, possibly around 2,000 Indian species in total may be expected, but only if we act soon... 



 

 
Fig. 10. India’s Ministry of Agriculture endorses farmer Manohar Patidar’s organic wheat yield 

(9,888 kg/ha) at 3X the normal chemical yield of the Bhopal district (3,000 kg/ha) showing yet 

again that organics can grow more for less cost and without pollution of soil, air & water. 

 

 
Fig. 11. Government’s Soil Health Card for this organic farm at Bhopal – 80 yrs after Howard’s 

example of compost at Indore and 32 yrs after Union Carbide’s Bhopal disaster they still mainly 

promote irrelevant physico-chemical data over natural soil health indicators such as activity of 

beneficial earthworms & microbes. 

 

 



Conclusions 

Neither Indore nor Bhopal are especially good or bad cities; both have unique features: expecting 

a sad, smoky Bhopal I was surprised to find a beautiful lake-side university city centered around 

the largest historical mosque that tolerated a beer-store across the street.  Secondly, we cannot 

expect a reasonable or rapid response from government agencies (even those whose brief it is to 

respond to crises such as topsoil loss, failing crops and poisoned environment) nor from 

universities that seem to take their advice/grants from commercial companies with conventional 

(i.e. unimaginative & bought) science.  Triage is required in both science & governance as in 

medicine so the most pressing problems get first response, only then may we allow indulgences. 

 

Impressions I gained are that individuals with vision and purpose will solve problems locally 

through their efforts and resolve thereby contributing cumulatively to global outcomes.  Organic 

farming as advocated by Permaculture (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Permaculture) is a far, far 

better thing than chemical farming in terms of ultimate health and sustainable yields.  An urgent 

need for India is to progress from burning cattle dung for fuel and to use solar ovens such as 

those promoted by Janak (http://jimmymcgilligancentre.org/) or highly efficient fan stoves (e.g. 

http://www.resilience.org/stories/2014-06-24/well-tended-fires-outperform-modern-cooking-

stoves ; http://cleancookstoves.org/).  Vermicomposting of all organic “wastes” – plant, animal 

& human – will not only remove that problem but will naturally offer an erosion solution by 

recycling nutrients allowing earthworms to peacefully do their job (re-)building topsoil humus.  

 

As India’s ancient Vedas Sanskrit Scripture stated from 3,500 years ago: “Upon this handful of 

soil our survival depends. Husband it and it will grow our food, our fuel, and our shelter and 

surround us with beauty. Abuse it and the soil will collapse and die, taking humanity with it”.  

 

It is timely in an era of emergency to calmly reconsider reviving Darwin’s subject of study he 

devoted most of his professional life to – the humble earthworm, an unsung hero of the soil that 

hopefully will also keep the early bird as healthy as the peacocks in the Bhopal farmer’s organic 

field.  I am sure Bhudevi – the Hindu goddess of Mother Earth – will find this entirely agreeable. 

 

 
Fig 12. Bhudevi – hot goddess of Mother Earth  

(from Boston MoFA www.mfa.org). 
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